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What researchers want






Understand the process
Find passages of interest
Identify patterns
Save time on repetitive tasks
Analyse as a team

Coding ‘n counting


Tatiana provides support for







Tatiana isn’t meant to provide support for







Categorisation, annotation, segmentation
Inter coder reliability
Cross-comparison of different analyses
Limited statistics
Automatic coding (except maybe through rules)
Visualisations as productions
Exploratory visualisations
Indicators

Questions




What is « traceability backwards and forwards between
coding steps »
How to do grouping of events, etc…
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Corpus manipulation


Tatiana provides support for








Tatiana isn’t meant to provide




Synchronisation of various data sources
Inclusion of other data of interest
« Brush and link » visualisation
Separating into phases/steps etc.
Exporting analyses to file (e.g. Excel)
A database that can be queried

Questions



Transcription?
What is a corpus? Composition from sessions, etc.

Corpus understanding


Tatiana provides support for






Finding fragments of interest
Following individuals, objects
Replay in realtime and faster/slower

Anything else?
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Analysis reification



Use an analysis as a common basis for further work
See what another analyst has to say about the same
corpus

Tatiana


Three problems = three functions


Find stuff -> Navigator




Understand stuff -> Replayer





Brush and link
Play (real-time/faster)

Annotate stuff -> Annotator





Display what you want of the trace file/analysis, search,
filter and combine

Analysis: categorise/annotate/describe/explain
Share/export analysis

These three basic functions are transversal to
the Tatiana modules
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Tatiana architecture
Video player

Tool replayer

Generic Navigator
Transcription
and/or Trace
Bob: hi
Mary: hi
Bob: who goes
first?
Mary: [looks in
her pencil case]
hey (.) john
can you give me
a pencil^
Mary: creates a
Box
Bob: hey!

Categories of
analysis
RAINBOW
1. Off-task
2. Social
3. Interactionmanagement
4. Taskmanagement
5. Opinion
6. Argument
7. Broaden and
Deepen

Remote Control

Generic Navigator



One view? Lots of views?
Analyse/explore =same interface?
Transcription
Trace
Analysis results

Trace files
(XML)

Filter &
Combination
(Xquery)

Transcription files
(XML)

Bob: hi
Mary: hi
Bob: who goes
first?
Mary: [looks in
her pencil case]
hey (.) john
can you give me
a pencil^
Mary: creates a
Box
Bob: hey!

Categories of
analysis
RAINBOW
1. Off-task
2. Social
3. Interactionmanagement
4. Taskmanagement
5. Opinion
6. Argument
7. Broaden and
Deepen

Category files
(XML)

Free Annotations
Blablabla blabla
Blablablabla bla bla

Analysis Results
& Annotations
(XML)
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Where we are at?


Concentrate on functionality






Replayer almost done (technical issues)
Annotator - in its most basic form
Navigator - not integrated

UI is prototypical



Your input?
Design document in the next few months

Demo



Don’t look at the UI too much
Any big functionalities you haven’t heard
about during this presentation?
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